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Abstract Significant structure theory has been applied to the viscosities of supercooled liquids 

with success. In the supercooled region, the effect of free volume decrease is so significant that the 

thermal effects on the solid-like volume must be considered properly.

In addition, the two state theories proposed by Jhon and Eyring for water and Litovitz et al. 

for boron trioxide have been successfully applied to the structure change in the liquid state.

Considered liquids are benzene, carbon tetrachloride, j&-xylene, water and boron trioxide.

Introduction Theory

Significant structure theory1 has been suc

cessfully applied to many fields in시tiding the 

viscosities of simple liquids and of binary mix

tures. Now its applications are extended to the 

viscosities of supercooled liquids. In this re흥ion, 

the effect of free volume decrease is so signifi

cant that the thermal effects on the solid-like 

volume must be considered properly. Structure 

changes in water and boron trioxide can be ex

plained by two state theory proposed by Jhon 

and Eyring1 and Litovitz et al.2

Benzene, carbon tetrachloride,少xylene, water 

and boron trioxide will be considered here, 

which cover some of van der Waals liquids, 

one of hydrogen bonded liquids and one of 

glasses.

Without the use of the hybrid equation of 

Litovitz et al.3 the viscosities of boron 

trioxide can be explained according to the sig

nificant structure theory ranging from glass tran

sition point to 1400° C.

According to the significant liquid structure 

theory1 the viscosity equation “ is given as 

follows;

K 丄V-K 上、

〃=「寸-弘+―卩■으灸 (1)

Here V, VSi m and 하g are the molar volume 

of liquid, that of solid-like m이ecules, the vis

cosity of solid-like molecules and that of gas-like 

molecules, respectively.

The viscosity of solid-like molecules for sim

ple liquids which show no structure change 

becomes,

Nh V 6 1 1
~v7 7T V-

_ aEy Vs /、

exp Ki\V-V^) (2)

Here a is a proportionality constant, Es heat of 

molar sublimation, h the Planck constant, N 
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the Avogadro number, Z the number of the 

nearest molecules at the melting point, & the 

transmission coefficient and 0 the Einstein charac

teristic temperature.

The viscosity of gas-like molecules is,

轮=으(끄約* ⑶

Here d indicates the molecular diameter, m the 

mass of a molecule and k the Boltzmann const

ant.

Neglectin흥 the contributions of 흥죠s-like mole

cules, because it is within 2% of the total,

Nh 6 1
"一"云―VT 1一厂'/「

V-E exp RT(V-Vt) (4丿

In the supercooled region, the effect of free 

volume decrease is so significant that the ther

mal e任ects on the solid-like volume must be 

considered, i. e.,

VSo (l+aXT-T0)) (5)

Here(xs is the thermal expansion coefficient of 

solid-like molecules and subscript o indicates 

the conditions of reference state (here, melting 

points).

For water, Jhon and Eyring assumed that 

there are two species of solid-like molecules, 

i. e., Ice- I -like molecule s and Ice- H -like 

molecules in liquid water.

According to them, the equilibrium constant 

may be written as follows;

K*2聞

= (exp(-JH/7?T) exp (4S/R)

exp(—PJ7//2T)]9 (6) 

Here fsi and 嵐 denote the partition function 

for Ice - I -like and Ice-H[니ike molecules res

pectively. And q is the number of cooperatively 

changing molecules.

Now, the viscosity equation for water can be 

deduced as follows, neglecting also the contri

butions of gas-like molecules;

Nh 6 ]__________
L Z& VT Y-e~9,T ~V- VS~~

ex@驟& g)宀 (7)

The solid-like volume may be summed up to 

the mole fraction,

V, = 1+k Vs 1 + l+x Vst (8)

Considering thermal effects on the molar vol

ume for Ice- I -like molecules,

Vs^V^d + aQT-T^ (9)

In our calculations, 的 and % are taken as two 

possible values for a. For Ice-H[Tike molec니es, 

the same relation applies with aB.

For boron trioxide, there have been many 

discussions2*4*5'6 on the viscosity-temperature 

relations and its structure.

Accepting the evidences of two structures in 

the liquid boron trioxide, the viscosity equation 

may be derived as water. If q molecules of 

structure I change cooperatively to q molecules 

of structure it can be written down as fol

lows;

q structure I molecules = q structure 

molecules. For this cooperative change, equili

brium constant K is,

=〔exp(-』H/RT)exp(，S/R)
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exp(—M 卩/旳)尸 (10)

Now instead of Einstein oscillator, using LJD 

cell theory7 and neglecting also the contri

butions of gas-like molecules, the viscosity equa

tion is rewritten as below;

(，湖T)*昭]辺匕〕 

2(V-y> expL(V-K),RTJ

(K)K (11)

Taking logarithm, Eq. (11) becomes

岳(V— v,)/ 7*=厶。+旦(卩佥)T (12)

where

Aa=ln〔Gd展)'시72幻 If C13)

B0=aEs/R (14)

lAXCG+XN% (15)

Considering thermal effects on solid volume, 

for the structure I, the following equation is 

given.

Vs^VSol[l+aslQT-T^ (16)

For structure I, the above relation is applied 

with g 恥

In Eq. (15), the calculated values of Litovitz 

et al.4 used for the estimations of mole frac

tions, which was found to be in consistency 

with the results of Raman spectra data. Evalu

ation of q is omitted because the values of 

(K)在쓰穴 were found to be nearly unity if q is 

larger than 30.

Ao, Bo, VSi and as have been calculated to 

fit the viscosity data by means of least square 

method. The values of I畐 and as are consistent 

with the observed values of boron trioxide2.4

Results and Discussions

Without considering the thermal e任ects, ben

zene, carbon tetrachloride and j&-xylene showed 

remarkable deviations in the supercooled region, 

but with the choice of reasonable as values, 

good agreement between theory and experiment 

has been obtained.

The parametric values of at E„ Vs and 0 are 

taken from Liang et aL8 and Jhon et al. 9 

that of 7* from Bah-ng et al.10. The values 

for as are calculated to fit the data, taken 

from One11 and International Critical Table12. 

The numerical value of as for benzene, carbon 

tetrachloride and /^-xylene is 1.9x 10-4, 3. 3x 

10-4 and 3.6 x 10~4 °C-1, respectively. Results 

are shown in Fig. 1, Fig. 2, and Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1 Ratio of calculated values to experimental 
values of viscosity of benzene versus absolute 
temperature. Full line indicates the values 
calculated with at=0 and the dashed line 
(.......)the values calculated with 9x
10-4 °C-1
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Fig. 2 Ratio of calculated values to experimental 
values of viscosity of carbon tetrachloride 
versus absolute temperature. Full line indi
cates the values calculated with a广=0 and the 
dashed line (.) the values calculated with
叫=3.3xl()T °C'1

the free volume in the supercooled region. The 

numerical values of 的 and 破 for Ice- I -like 

molecules are "apparently" large, but it may be 

partly owing to the implicit inclusion of struc

ture change effect at the melting point. The pa

rametric values of water except a9s are taken 

from Jhon et al.9 and all a's are cakulated 

to fit the data, taken from Gilra14 Hallet15 

and International Critical Table12.

The numerical values for a's are:

aj=(6.414-0.139C x IO"3 气疽

顷=(7. 84+0. 255?+2. 28x 한2) x W3 °C-1

and

«!=!. 163 x IO*4 °C-1
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Fig. 하 Ratio of calculated values to experimental 
values of viscosity of />-xylene versus absolute 
temperature. Full line indicates the values 
calculated with aJ=0 and the dashed line 
(.......)the values calculated with a,=3.6x
甘广4 oC-i
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Fig. 4 Viscosity of water versus temperature. Full 
line indicates the values calculated with 
the dashed line (.......) the values calculated
with a2 and the circles (o) experimertal 
values.
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For water, as correction required is noticeably 

demonstrated in this case. Simple calculations 

without as correction show negative values for
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For boron trioxide, we can get a confirmative 

evidence for the application of significant struc

ture theory to calculate the viscosity, despite 

the extraordinary change for the values of vis- 

cosity ranging from 10 poise to 1013 poise. At 

the glass transition temperture, the calculated 

value is 2. 77 x 1012 poise better than that of 

Litovitz et al. 2»4 The numerical value of Ao 

equals to —3.308, Bo to 1765, VSi to 35.48 

cm3/mole, VSi to 37.5 cm3/mole, at to 9x 

10-5 °C"1 and a. to 9X10'6 °C-1.

Results are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Logarithm of viscosity of boron trioxide 
versus reciprocal absolute temperature 
(10,000/T). Full line indicates the calculated 
values and circles (o) the experimental val
ues.
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